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Abstract
Background: Recent research has shown that errors seem to influence the patterns of brain
activity. Additionally current notions support the idea that similar brain mechanisms are activated
during acting and observing. The aim of the present study was to examine the patterns of brain
activity of actors and observers elicited upon receiving feedback information of the actor's
response.
Methods: The task used in the present research was an auditory identification task that included
both acting and observing settings, ensuring concurrent ERP measurements of both participants.
The performance of the participants was investigated in conditions of varying complexity. ERP data
were analyzed with regards to the conditions of acting and observing in conjunction to correct and
erroneous responses.
Results: The obtained results showed that the complexity induced by cue dissimilarity between
trials was a demodulating factor leading to poorer performance. The electrophysiological results
suggest that feedback information results in different intensities of the ERP patterns of observers
and actors depending on whether the actor had made an error or not. The LORETA source
localization method yielded significantly larger electrical activity in the supplementary motor area
(Brodmann area 6), the posterior cingulate gyrus (Brodmann area 31/23) and the parietal lobe
(Precuneus/Brodmann area 7/5).
Conclusion: These findings suggest that feedback information has a different effect on the
intensities of the ERP patterns of actors and observers depending on whether the actor committed
an error. Certain neural systems, including medial frontal area, posterior cingulate gyrus and
precuneus may mediate these modulating effects. Further research is needed to elucidate in more
detail the neuroanatomical and neuropsychological substrates of these systems.
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Background
The ability to monitor ongoing performance is critical to
behavioral adaptation in changing environmental settings. Especially, the monitoring of performance errors
serves to optimize future response behavior.
The neural basis of error processing has attracted great
interest, because its elucidation promises a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying adaptive and
non-adaptive behavior. The strongest evidence for the
existence of the neural system that implements error
processing has come from the detection of the errorrelated negativity (ERN), a component of the eventrelated potentials (ERPs) generated within the medialfrontal cortex that is sensitive to error in performance
[1,2].
This class of ERP components comprises a growing list of
potentials, including the ERN/Ne elicited by error
responses in reaction time tasks [1,3], the N2-like potentials elicited by error feedback stimuli [4-6], the variety of
N2-like potentials elicited in situations of response conflict or response inhibition [7-9]. Importantly, according
to the conflict hypothesis [10,11], which states that the Ne
does not reflect the mismatch, but rather the conflict
between response representations, knowledge about the
correct response is not necessary and the error related
potential is not specific for errors, but depends only on
the amount of conflict.
In this context it should be noted that based on the Mirror Neuron System MNS hypothesis [12], which suggests that acting and observing are associated with
similar neural mechanisms, the feedback ERN has been
studied in two participant conditions [13-16]. These
studies focused on the way this type of ERN reflects the
evaluation of outcomes induced by others [14,16] even
those of a simulated Brain Computer Interface BCI [15].
The feedback-related negativity-like effects were
obtained in both single and two-participant condition,
suggesting that similar neural mechanisms are involved
in evaluating the outcomes of one's own and the other's
actions.
Up to date the exact mechanisms underlying the error system continue to be a subject of ongoing debate, since their
patterns and specificity still remain poorly understood. In
this sense it is interesting to study potential differences in
the pattern of activity elicited by observed errors than
from self-made errors in conditions where the roles of acting and observing are alternating.
Considering the aforementioned viewpoint as well as
findings of recent experimental studies that there is an
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ongoing debate about the characterization of brain activity correlated with errors, a simple task design was used to
compare the electrophysiological effects related to
observed and self-made errors during performance monitoring in two-participant conditions of varying complexity.
The
electrophysiological
recordings
were
simultaneously performed for both subjects as they alternatively exchanged roles between acting and observing.
With synchronous two-subject recordings, comparisons
of the elicited ERP conventional parameters (amplitudes,
latencies), could be made both between actors and
observers as well as between errors and non-errors. Our
research hypothesis was to study the ERP patterns of
observers and actors in a two-participant experiment elicited upon receiving feedback information of the actor's
response.
The task used in the present research was an auditory
identification task comprising one single-actor and two
two-actor conditions. In the latter the participants performed the task in an alternating fashion, exchanging
roles between acting and observing in each trial. The
aim for the actor is to correctly map a horizontal slider
position onto an active tone-frequency range and in
each trial he/she selects a slider position that matches a
tone that is initially presented to him/her. Both participants receive feedback information corresponding to
the slider position selection. The frequency range in
which the auditory cues/stimuli are presented varies in
the experimental conditions in order to explore the participants' competency. In one of the two-actor conditions, auditory stimuli from the same frequency range
are presented to both participants while in the other
condition each participant is presented with tones from
his\her individual frequency range that is different
from that of the partner. The hypothesis is that cue frequency dissimilarity may hinder the pitch identification process by increasing the complexity of the task. In
the case where the actors received different tones from
the observers, this would impact performance and how
accuracy is judged. The subsequent neural responses to
feedback are investigated in all conditions and in both
actors and observers.
The recordings of the scalp ERPs both for the actor and the
observer were simultaneous. We investigated the error
related component of the ERPs related to feedback information from the actor response recorded during acting
and observing both with the conventional constituents
(amplitudes and latencies) as well as with the LORETA
source localization method which differentiates between
structural and energetic processes related to information
processing as revealed by the associated ERP waveform
[17-19].
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Methods
Participants
Fourteen healthy individuals (eight men and six women),
with mean age of 26.6 ± 2.9 years and high level education
(education years 17.7± 2.3), all with normal hearing as
measured by pure-tone audiograms (thresholds <15 dB
HL), participated in the experiment. The male and female
subgroups were homogeneous with regards to age and
educational level. All the participants were right-handed
and had no history of any hearing problem. Informed
consent was obtained from all subjects.
Stimuli and procedures
In the present research an auditory identification task has
been used in one single-actor and two two-actor conditions. In the two-actor or "Joint" conditions the participants performed the task in an alternating fashion,
meaning that when one subject performed the task (actor)
the other observed (observer) whereas in the Single condition performed the task alone. From one trial to the
next, the roles of actor and observer were switched
between the two dyad members.

The frequency range in which the auditory cues were presented varied in the experimental conditions. In one of
the joint conditions, auditory stimuli from the same frequency range were presented to both participants (Joint1) while in the other condition each participant was presented with tones from different frequency ranges (Joint2). All participants were examined in all three conditions
(single, Joint-1, Joint-2) in varying order. The dyads in the
Joint-1 and Joint-2 condition were the same.
The actor and observer sat opposite but were screened
from each other. They both had computer screens in front
of them. At each trial they both heard the stimulus tone
with duration of 1 sec presented through the headphones.
The stimulus tone was randomly selected for each trial
within the fixed frequency range. The actor's task was to
position a slider presented on the computer screen with a
gamepad such that the slider position would match the
frequency of the stimulus tone. The mapping of the frequency range was fixed within a block of trials; however,
at the start of the trial blocks, the participants did not
know the scaling of the frequency range within which the
slider position should be mapped. After the positioning of
the slider by the actor, the frequency corresponding to the
actor's selected slider position (Feedback tone) was presented to both the actor and the observer.
The single condition consisted of 40 trials. The joint conditions consisted of 80 trials for both subjects. The trials
in the joint conditions were accomplished alternately by
the two participants, 40 trials for each participant. The
stimuli were presented from four frequency ranges with a
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bandwidth 400-Hz namely Range 1: 200–600 Hz, Range
2: 620–1020 Hz, Range 3: 1040–1440 Hz, Range 4: 1460–
1860 Hz.
Before the experiment, the subjects were submitted to an
acoustic pre-test in order to examine their hearing ability
in the four frequency ranges that were used in the experiment. During this test two tones from each range were
presented to the participants. Then, the participants had
to identify which of these tones was higher than the other.
The frequencies of the two tones selected from each range
for the acoustic test were determined as the 25% and the
75% of each range of 400 Hz bandwidth. The subjects
heard the tones with their headphones and responded
orally to the experimenter. All participants were capable
to discriminate between the tones presented in the pretest.
EEG recordings and experimental setup
The experimental setup included a Faraday room, which
screened any electromagnetic interference that could
affect the measurements. The EEG was recorded continuously using a 32-channel electrode cap (Biosemi, Activetwo System) according to the International 10–20 EEG
system [20]. The electrodes used were Fp1, Fp2, Pz, Fz,
O1, O2, P3, P4, P7, P8, C3, C4, T7, T8, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz,
Oz, CP5, CP6, CP1, CP2, FC1, FC2, FC5, FC6, AF3, AF4,
PO3 and PO4.

The bioelectrical brain activity was simultaneously
recorded from both participants using two different
recording systems, daisy chained in a master-slave relationship. Galvanic isolation of both participants was
ensured by using optical receiver for trigger inputs, while
in parallel, interference pickup was also eliminated. The
electrode cables were also bundled to eliminate potential
magnetic interference. The vertical electro-oculogram
(EOG) was recorded bipolarly from electrodes placed
above and below the eyes and the horizontal EOG was
monitored from electrodes at the outer canthi of the eyes.
The data were filtered off-line, high-pass at 0.05 Hz and
low-pass at 35 Hz. All signals were digitized with a sampling rate of 256 Hz. All scalp signals were referenced
online to both mastoids, but were later offline re-referenced to the average of all scalp electrodes. Trials were
averaged to ERPs separately for each condition and each
subject, relative to a 100 ms pre-stimulus (Feedback tone)
baseline.
To eliminate EOG artifact, trials with EEG voltages exceeding 80 μV were rejected from the average. Artifact rejection
and averaging were performed offline. Due to artifact contaminated epochs the measurements of one participant
dyad were excluded. Consequently, the data were analyzed for 6 dyads.
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Categorization of correct and erroneous responses
The ability of each participant to differentiate tones and
his/her auditory frequency perception resolution can be
described in terms of an Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) as a function of a centre frequency, which
better represents auditory frequency selectivity according
to psychoacoustics. In the present context the concept of
ERB can be conceived as the acceptable bandwidth
around the stimulus frequency within which the response
frequency can be considered as a correct response value.
According to psychoacoustics theory [21-24], the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (in Hz) can be approximated
according to the following formula: Be = 6.23 10-6 f 2 +
9.339 10-2 f + 28.52. The discrimination between the
actor's erroneous and non-erroneous responses was performed with the use of the above formula.
LORETA source localization method
The low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography
(LORETA) differentiates between structural and energetic
processes related to information processing as revealed by
the associated EEG/ERP waveform [17,18]. The structural
level, revealed by the location of the local maxima of the
current source density distribution, describes the time
dependent network of activated brain areas. The magnitude of the source strength, a measure of the energetic
component, describes the allocation of processing
resources [19]. The utilized LORETA version was registered to the Talairach brain atlas [25]. The solution space
consisted of 2394 voxels with a spatial resolution of 7
mm. Average LORETA images were constructed across all
subjects in all 4 cases (both for actors and observers
depending on whether the actor committed an error or
not). The voxel-by-voxel pairwise t-test differences were
carried out for the observers depending whether the actor
made an error or not. The structure-Probability Maps atlas
[26] was used to identify which brain regions were
involved in the ERP waveforms as well as in differences
between the compared groups. Brodmann area(s) and
brain regions close to the observed locations identified by
the Talairach coordinates are reported [25].
Statistical analysis
The primary behavioral outcome variable was the Absolute Frequency Error (AFE), defined as the absolute difference between the stimulus and response frequency. A
univariate general linear model (GLM) was used with the
absolute frequency error as the dependent variable and
Trial (n = 40), Condition (Single, Joint-1, Joint-2), Frequency Range (n = 4) and Order (n = 3) as fixed factors.

The time window within which ERP analysis was performed was from -200 msec to +500 msec around the
Feedback tone, which included 180 time points. In order
to take into account neurophysiological processes that
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took place between Stimulus and Feedback tone that
could affect the elicited ERP waveforms, the analysis was
also performed by selecting a100 ms baseline before the
Stimulus tone yielding the same results. The mean amplitude values for every subject at each time point were subjected to three-way ANOVA. The first factor was whether
the subject was the actor or the observer. The second factor
was whether the actor had committed an error or not,
while the third factor was the condition (Joint-1, Joint-2).
Factor or interaction effects were considered significant
only if they occurred over a time window of at least 20
msec. When significant factor or interaction effects were
found, post hoc analyses with Bonferroni corrections were
carried out. Statistical significance was set at 0.05.
The LORETA mappings were performed at the time window 144–171 msec where significant differences were
observed resulting from the ANOVA procedures.

Results
Behavioral data
The ANOVA procedure with AFE as the dependent variable and Condition, Trial, Frequency Range and Order as
the independent factors revealed that only Condition (F =
23.6, p < 0.01) and Trial (F = 3.1, p < 0.01) had a significant effect. However the significance of the Trial effect is
only partial. Indeed, as post-hoc contrasts confirm, only
the first trial (and partly the second one) had a significantly larger AFE than the other trials. Accordingly the significance of the Trial effect, after having excluded the data
of the first two trials, disappeared. Consequently, the factor responsible for most of the variability of AFE remained
the Condition (F = 28.5, p < 0.01). The average AFE absolute frequency error (Hz) for the three conditions as a
function of trial number is depicted in Figure 1, which
clearly depicts that the subjects' performance is significantly worse in the Joint-2 condition throughout the forty
trials, with the exception of the first one, while the Joint-1
condition was practically the same as the Single condition. It is interesting to note that the overall mean AFE values in the Joint-2 condition do not differ from the mean
AFE values of the first trial of the Single and Joint-1 conditions.
Event related potentials data
The ANOVA procedures with the amplitudes at each lead
and each time point with Condition, Response Category
(Erroneous, Correct) and Subject Status (Actor, Observer)
revealed that condition did not have any significant effect,
either by itself or through its interactions with the other
two factors. Therefore subsequent analyses of the amplitudes were performed disregarding the condition. Consequently, it should be noted that in the final ERP analysis
the data from both Joint conditions were used, resulting
in the employment of 80 trials per acting and observing
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Figure 1 frequency error
Absolute
Absolute frequency error. Average absolute frequency error (Hz) for the three conditions as a function of trial number.

states. The final ANOVA revealed that for two electrodes,
CP1 and F4, there was a time window 144–171 msec,
where a continuous Response Category × Subject Status
interaction was found to be significant.
The nature of these interaction effects can be understood
by examining Figure 2, where the mean amplitude values
at the CP1 and F4 electrodes around the Feedback tone for
the actors and the observers depending on whether the
actor had committed an error are shown. The top part of
the Figure 2 clearly depicts an unambiguous negative peak
at the CP1 electrode around the time point of 167 msec
both for the actors and the observers, at both correct and
erroneous answers of the actor. However the height of this
peak differs significantly depending on whether the subject was the actor or the observer in conjunction with
whether the actor had committed an error. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that at the time window 144–
171 msec the observers' amplitudes at the CP1 electrode
were significantly greater when their co-actor had committed an error (continuous red line) than when their coactor had not made an error (continuous black line). At
the same time window when the actors had committed an
error the observers had significantly greater amplitudes
(continuous red line) than the actors (dotted red line).
Conversely no differences were observed between the
mean amplitudes of the actors and the observers when the
actors had answered correctly, or of the actors for their
correct and non-correct responses.

The bottom part of the Figure 2 depicts the same amplitude values at the F4 electrode. The first negative peak is
observed at an earlier latency value of 152 msec. Nonetheless, as the figure clearly shows, the amplitudes follow the
same patterns of differences, regarding the Response × Status interaction effect, with those described for the CP1
electrode, although in this case the contrasts are not so
sharp.
It is interesting to note that the LORETA solution of the
activation patterns in the time window of 144–171 msec
after the onset of the Feedback tone for the actors and the
observers depending on whether the actor had committed
an error produced similar results for all four cases. In all
cases the voxel of maximum activation is at Brodmann
area 31, Cingulate Gyrus, Limbic Lobe. The most notable
brain areas with high intensity of the density function are
shown in Table 1. This finding corroborates the above
sited results for the scalp electrodes, showing that activation for the four different states is practically the same and
it differs only in intensity. This validation assumes a more
general character, since the LORETA inverse solution takes
into consideration the amplitude values of all the scalp
electrodes.
Moreover the voxel-wise LORETA comparisons proved
that maximal differences between different states are
located at the voxels of maximum activation. This is exemplified in Figure 3. The first two LORETA diagrams show
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Figure
Mean
amplitude
2
values at CP1 and F4 electrodes around the Feedback tone
Mean amplitude values at CP1 and F4 electrodes around the Feedback tone. Mean amplitude values at the CP1
(top) and F4 (bottom) electrode around the Feedback tone for the actors and the observers depending on whether the actor
had committed an error.
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Table 1: Brain areas of maximal activation

Brodmann area 31, Cingulate Gyrus, Limbic Lobe
Brodmann area 7, Precuneus, Parietal Lobe
Brodmann area 5, Paracentral Lobule, Frontal Lobe
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correct responses. The LORETA source localization
method yielded significantly larger electrical activity in
the supplementary motor area (Brodmann area 6), the
posterior cingulate gyrus (Brodmann area 31/23) and the
parietal lobe (Precuneus/Brodmann area 7/5). Nevertheless, the condition factor did not have any significant
effect on the ERP patterns of actors and observers.

Brodmann area 23, Cingulate Gyrus, Limbic Lobe
Brodmann area 6, Paracentral Lobule, Frontal Lobe
Brain areas of maximal activation in the time window of 144–171
msec after the onset of the Feedback tone

the observers' activation maps at their co-actors' errors
and correct answers. Clearly, the activation maps are similar but different in intensity. Specifically at the voxel of
maximum activation (Brodmann area 31 Cingulate
Gyrus, Limbic Lobe), the intensity of the density function
for the observer's response at his co-actor's error was 3.65
× 10-3, while for the observer's response at his co-actors
correct answer the intensity was 2.25 × 10-3. The intensities for the actor (not shown in the figure) at his own error
and at his correct answer were 2.65 × 10-3 and 2.55 × 10-3
respectively, i.e. they lay intermediately between the
observer's values, as was found for the electrodes. The bottom figure shows the result of the voxel, pairwise LORETA
comparisons between the two states for the observers:
when the actors were correct and when the actors were
wrong. More intense blue color denotes larger differences
between the two states. A comparison of this figure with
the activation maps leads to the conclusion that the difference map practically coincide with the activation maps.
Specifically the voxel of maximal differences is again at
Brodmann area 31 Cingulate Gyrus, Limbic Lobe, at
which the significance of the differences is <0.01.
In conclusion the activation patterns of the actors and the
observers at the actor's errors and correct answers are temporally and spatially congruent, varying only in the intensity of the density function and maximal differences in the
intensity between states are observed at the areas of maximum activation.

Discussion
The present study was performed to examine brain activity
in a two-participant condition task following actorresponse related feedback correlated with errors. The
behavioral results showed that the participants had significantly poorer performance in conditions with increased
complexity. Comparisons of the ERP measurements
revealed that the subjects during the observing condition
had a significantly greater negative deflection located at
the medial frontal area and superior parietal regions when
their co-actors committed an error than when they had

Regarding the behavioural data, results showed that participants' performance was strongly influenced by cue dissimilarity yielding significantly poorer scores in the more
complex Joint-2 condition. The Joint-1 condition yielded
similar results with the Single condition. In the first trial,
in all conditions, the actor is faced with the unknown. The
participant has no measure of inference with regards to
the minimum and maximum and hence to the range of
his/her scale, so the first positioning of the slider is in
essence arbitrary.
From the second trial onwards the actor works comparatively with the previous trial. The mapping of the tone frequency range is better achieved in the case when sound
identification is assisted by sound discrimination, resulting from the comparison of the present with the previous
tone. Such is the case of the Joint-1 and Single conditions,
where the participants are provided stimuli from the same
frequency range. As a result their task performance was
significantly better than in the Joint-2 condition, where
the participants were provided stimuli from different frequency ranges. Each participant, by observing the actions
of his/her partner, who performs in a different frequency
range than him/her, seems to demodulate his/her perception of the scale of his/her own frequency range, and
results in being disoriented when trying to place the slider
correctly as actor in the subsequent trial. By receiving distracting information from the previous cue not belonging
to the mapped frequency range resulted in poor performance, which is practically the same as his/her first trial. In
the Single and Joint-1 conditions the participants' answers
are fine-tuned as the trials in a block evolved but each
actor seemed to start right from the beginning during the
Joint-2 condition throughout the trial blocks
The participants of each dyad were simultaneously
recorded and the relevant ERP analysis was performed
using both its conventional constituents (amplitude,
latency) and the LORETA patterns. Regarding the analysis
of amplitude data at the Feedback tone comparisons of
measurements of conventional constituents of the relevant event related potential, revealed that at the time window 144–171 msec the observers' amplitudes at the F4
and CP1 electrodes were significantly greater when their
co-actor had committed an error than when their co-actor
had not made an erroneous response. These findings
could be better understood if we take into account the
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Figure 3 maps of the activation patterns and differences
LORETA
LORETA maps of the activation patterns and differences. LORETA solution of the activation patterns in the time window of 144–171 msec after the onset of the Feedback tone for the observers at their co-actor's errors and correct answers
and voxel-wise comparison between the two states.
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postulates of the Attribution theory [27,28] which claims
that when someone observes another person he/she is
inclined to regard the other more responsible for the negative results than the positive ones or tends to assume that
the other is more responsible for the lack of effort than
inferiority or tends to consider the other more responsible
for the negative outcomes than his/her own self.
The neural sources with the LORETA method yielded significant electrical activity in the supplementary motor
area (Brodmann area 6), the posterior cingulate gyrus
(Brodmann area 31/23) and the parietal lobe (Precuneus/
Brodmann area 7/5).
A large number of electrophysiological and neuroimaging
studies have shown that the fronto-parietal mirror neuron
system is engaged during the observation of actions of
others and of our environment [29-33]. The obtained
results with regard the ERP patterns of the observer at the
F4 lead and its source localization at the supplementary
motor area (Brodmann area 6) are in accordance with previous studies, suggesting that ERPs related to error of the
medial frontal area and its associated activation of the
Brodmann area 6 is a part of an evaluative function signifying 'worse than expected events' [29,30,34].
Interestingly, Gehring and Willoughby [35], with the view
to add to the knowledge whether all medial frontal negativities are created equal, observed that the feedbackrelated medial frontal negativities are somewhat more
right lateralized and anterior in the scalp distribution than
is the classic ERN. Topographic analysis can show the disparity between two ERP components: a difference in scalp
topographies implies that the underlying configuration of
neural generators must be different [36,37]. It is quite
plausible they share some activity but that there is also
some distinct activity contributing to one or both components. Although these results indicate that the ERN and
the feedback-related negativities are not identical, it is still
an open question whether the conflict-detection of the
ERN must also accommodate findings from studies of the
feedback negativities. Some or all of the generators of the
ERN may be active when the feedback-related medial
frontal negativity is recorded, and vice versa [35].
The finding, concerning the ERP located at the superior
parietal lobe and the associated activation of regions consisting of the posterior cingulate gyrus (Brodmann area
31/23) and the parietal lobe (Precuneus/Brodmann area
7/5), seems to be in congruence with studies [29,38] proposing a distributed error processing system in the human
brain including the medial prefrontal area, the anterior
cingulated cortex, and the posterior cingulated/precuneus
(Brodmann area 31//29). However, an alternative expla-
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nation concerning this finding- which does not exclude
the above mentioned but possibly complements it- provides the hypothesis that holds that human error processing is hierarchically organized [39]. According to this
approach, it seems likely that the error related negative
deflection located at the superior parietal area in the
present study may reflect the low-level error information
[39].
Within this framework electrophysiological studies based
on No/Go events [40] have suggested that activity of the
parietal cortex reflects stored potential motor response to
external inputs, while activity in the prefrontal cortex
reflects the intended response. Furthermore, the precuneus is also transiently activated when external feedback shifts from correct to incorrect during tasks, where
subjects are required to alter stimulus-response judgments
[41]. Moreover, lesions in the parietal cortex are known to
induce apraxia, an inability to manipulate common
objects [42,43].
Finally, this finding seems to be consistent with studies
showing activation of posterior cingulate and parietal
areas during action observation [29,44]. These results support the notion that these brain areas form a network
associated with spatial attention and motor intention [4446].
In our hypothesis we expected that if the actors received
different tones from the observers, this would impact the
way accuracy is judged. The results show that indeed the
participants showed significantly poorer performance in
conditions with increased complexity. We also investigated the subsequent neural responses to feedback in all
conditions for both actors and observers. The results
revealed that the condition factor did not have any significant effect on the ERP amplitudes of actors and observers
even when it was separately studied in single factor ANOVAs, not taking into consideration the error and non-error
trials. This finding, indicates that the error and non-error
elicited ERPs are independent of the condition and may
be due to the fact that psychophysiological indices such as
ERPs recorded in the current study, represent aspects of
the 'endophenotype', while behavioral performance
expresses the 'phenotype' part of the behavior. It is suggested that 'the endophenotype provides the manifestation of a disorder via anomalies not observable by
diagnostic interviews or traditional psychological measures' [47].

Limitations
Certain limitations of this investigation warrant consideration. Firstly, sample sizes were relatively small and the
main findings need to be replicated in independent sam-
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ples and it is to be determined, whether there is an association in a task-specific manner or across tasks.
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research is needed to elucidate in more detail the neuroanatomical and neuropsychological substrates of these
systems. The finding of consistent activity in specific brain
regions during the processing and evaluation of one's own
and others' actions may have significant implications in
clinical research.
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